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When investment projects are described by subjective 
probability distributions, the measure of investment worth becomes 
a difficult task. One of the basic assumptions underlying 
investment analysis under risk is that decision makers would base 
their decisions on only the first two statistical moments of the 
probability distribution of returns. However, the mean and 
variance can adequately descri.be only certain symnetri·c distri-
butions such as the normal and the uniform distributions. As a 
result, if probability distributions of investment returns are 
actually asymmetric, the classic first two moments analysis 
ignores information (skewness) that is needed to make a better 
investment decision. Even though the importance of the third 
moment in project selection has been recognized, nowhere in the 
literature is there a successful application of the concept to a 
regular periodic decision process where the decision maker lacks 
full knowledge of his future as well as present investment 
oppertunitfes. Therefore, it is the purpose of this research to 
i:nvestigate the effectiveness of utilizing the higher statisti.cal 
moments in capital rattening situation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Capital rationing can be defined as a situation in which an 
orgahization does not have and cannot obtain enough capital to 
make all of the investments that are available to it. The para-
mount problem that confronts the decision maker is to determine 
how the avail0ble capital should be allocated to the investment 
proposals that are competing for these funds. Since the decision 
maker is commonly forced to make decisions in the face of un-
certainty about the future, it is this lack of certainty about the 
future that makes capital allocation decisions one of the most 
difficult and challenging tasks. The decision problem to be in-
vestigated in this research is as follows: 
Statement of Tbe Problem 
Uncertainty About Future Investment Opportunities 
When investment decisions are made on a regular periodic basis, 
one of the important considerations is the amount of information 
the decision maker can obtain about the future. One view of this 
problem is that the decision maker at the time of decision has 
complete knowledge about the investment opportunities that are to 
be selected for implementation in both the present and future. 
Another view of this problem is that the decision maker does not 
2 
have any knowledge concerning future investment opportunities. 
The assumption that a decision maker in most real world 
sit~ations will have either complete information or no information 
about the future seems quite improbable. This study utilizes an 
approach which describes an investment framework that allows the 
decision maker some expectation as to future investment oppor~ 
tunities without requiring specific knowledge about particular 
investment proposals. This view describes some middle ground 
concernin9 the availability of information regarding the outcomes 
of future investments. 
Uncertainty About Future Cash Flows 
Ir view of tbe fact that investment decisions frequently 
require judgemental estimates about future events, complete infor-
mation regarding future casn flows of the investment proposals is 
not 11~ely. At each decision period, cash flows commonly are 
projected at the time tne investment is first proposed, and at 
least fmplicitly, the future cash flows are considered to be 
subject to · probabi)istic '·devia~ion from their expected values. 
Tbat lS, while initial outlays in a given project are known with 
certairty~ toe future cash flows are- pnly estimates that can be 
described by subjective probability distributions. 
Statistical Moments in Capital Rationin9 
When investment projects are described by subjective proba-
bility distributions, the measure of investment worth becomes a 
3 
difficult task. One of the basic assumptions underlying invest-
ment analysis under risk is that decision makers would base their 
decisions on only the first two statistical moments of the prob~ 
abtlity di'strt5utton of returnsp However, the me.an and vartance 
can adequately describe only certain symmetri·c distributions such 
as the normal and the uniform distributions. As a result~ if 
probability distributions of investment returns are actually 
asymmetric, the classic first two moments analysis ignores infor-
mation (skewness) that is needed to make a better investment 
dec1sion. Even though the importance of the third moment in 
project selection has been recognized, nowhere in the literature 
is there a successful application of the concept to a regular 
periodic decision process where the decision maker lacks full 
knowledge of his future as well as present investment oppor-
tunities. Therefore, it is the purpose of this research to tr-
vestigate the effectiveness of utilizing the higher st?tistical 
moments in capital rationing situation. 
Objectives of the Research 
The primary purpose of the research is to develop a decision 
model useful ir hedging uncertainty stemming from an investment 
decision process. Arother purpose of this research is to develop 
4 
an understanding of a dynamic decision process where the decision 
maker has neither complete information regarding future invest-
ment opportunities nor complete information regarding the cash 
flows of the investment proposals. These objectives wi.ll be 
accomplished in two ways. 
Development of a Decisi·on Nodel Consi-dertng tbe Hi_gher 
Stattsttca 1 ·Moments 
A set of decision rules which incorporate the concept of 
profitability, variabi:lity and skewne~s of investment proposals.t 1 
returns will E>e utilized and tncorporated into a single tndex 
mode 1 . Tfie cri:terton will be ca 11 ed Expectation-Va rtance-Sk.ewness 
(EVS} Criterion. 
S i)uu l a ted Investment Sett tngs· 
Given the lack of available actual data and the need to 
examine the performance of the models under a variety of conditions 
regarding investment settings, the logical alternative is to 
select a simulated environment in which the important parameters 
generating investment data could be controlled. By applying the 
EVS and two other well accepted decis-i·on models i.n the 1 i·terature 
to identical groups of projects through computer simulation, the 
effectiveness of these criteria will be compared. The two 
decision models are expected value criterion and Mean-Variance 
Criterion. 
The primary contribution of this research is to answer the 
following specific questions: 
5 
1} What improvement in investment proposal selection can 
be attained with incorporation of the higher statistical 
moments in capital rationing problem? 
2) How does the EVS criterion perform with respect to the 
other existin~ investment decision models which do not 
consider explicitly the higher statistical moments of 
tbe probability distribution of investment return? 
Plan of Study 
Chapter II provides a review of the literature related to the 
issues ra a'sed in the ~arious areas of the research problem. The 
review of the literature reveals that while there are discussions 
regarding the desirability of incorporating skewness in 
measurina investment worth nowhere in the literature is there 
• ' ' 
a successful applJcation of the concept to capital rationing 
situations. 
Chapter III discusses the role of the third moment in 
capital rationing problems. A measure of the third moment-
skewness is derived based on the principles of expectation and 
expected utility. This derivation, especially through the later 
principle, makes it obvious as to what kind of skewness (positive 
or negative) risk-aversive investors might prefer. Then, the EVS 
6 
criterion is precisely defined. 
Chapter IV describes the features and assumptions of the 
simulation model which is used to test the effectivness of these 
criteria in the investment decision process. The input para-
meters, the shapes of the probability distributions used, the 
method of generating cash flows~ variance~ and skewness of the 
investment proposals are presented. Also, the starting conditions 
and other elements of the simulation are presented. 
Chapter V presents the simulation results and the analys~s of 
the data regarding the objectives of this study. Three types of _ 
investment situations are described and their specific investment 
parameters are defined. Based on these investment settings, the 
effectiveness of tbe EVS criterion is compared to the other tested 
dec1sion criteria. To examine the effects of the r1sk parameters 
on the performance of the criteria~ the sensitivity of tbe specific 
input parameters is analyzed. Chapter VI contains the summary and 
conclusions of the research. 
CHAPTER II 
Review of Related Literature on Capital Budgeting 
Due to the significance of the investment decision-making 
process of the firm, extensive effort has been directed at the 
problem of capital rationing under risk. Results and ideas that 
stem from thts effort f.ia·ve oee.n reported tn the 1 tterature. of 
a variety of disciplines such as accounting, business, economics, 
financial management, operations research, and industrial enginee-
ring. Ir particular, the importance of considering skewness have 
been recognized in recent literature dealir.g with capital ratio-
ning. This chapter reviews the existi_ng capital rationing models 
which treat skewness explici:tly , 
Nondeterministic Capital Rationtng Models 
The future is rarely krown with certainty and thus capital 
rationing decisions are normally based on .predictions about the 
future. Depending on the difficulty in predicting future out-
comes, decision outcomes may be divided into two categories, 
namely, those that involve risk and those that ir.volve uncertainty. 
The distinction between these two terms made in this research 
is that decisions involve !isk if the probabilities of the 
alternative possible outcomes are known while uncertainty implies 
8 
that the frequency distribution of the possible outcomes is not 
known. 
The Concept of Risk 
The concept of risk most widely used in the literature is 
the variability of return, which is measured by the variance or 
standard deviation [1,2]. This means that the more an investment's 
return varies about its expected return, the larger is the 
investor's risk. When variance is used as a measure of risk, it 
implies that deviations below expected value are regarded the 
same as deviations above the expected value. This measure of risk 
has become popular mainly due to its ease of computation and 
fami 1 i ari·ty. 
Recently, there has been considerable interest in using 
semivariance rather than variance as a measure of risk [3, 4]. 
Unlike the variance, semivariance is a measure of "downside~· risk 
and does not consider the possibility of a large f.avorable return 
to be a risk. 
Another measure of risk common in capital rationing literature 
is the probability of loss. If risk is defined as the chance of 
experiencing a loss, this measure is the area of a probability 
distribution which lies below the point of profitability. In this 
research, the risk of an investment proposal is defined by the 
variability about its expected value. 
Capital Rationing Crite~ia With Probabilistic Considerations 
Most often, investment proposals have been analyzed by using 
9 
net present value as a crtterton functton, eyen t~~ugh tbe cbotce 
of a criterion for optimization is rather difficult. Numerous 
dec1.s-ton cri.·terta hqye 5een presented i.'n the 1 tterature for 
evaluating risky investment proposals given some budgetary and 
other constraints [1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. ·f\:1ost of 
these criteria only consider the first two moments (~ean and 
variance) i'n the evaluation of the economi·c desi'rabtli.ty of 
tnvestmen t proposa 1 s ~ However , t~.e tntroduct ion of f\tghe.r -·moments· 
beyond t fte mean ~nd "Yq-ri'~nce tnto ttle capttal rattont_ng dects.ton 
model w·ould Be. of i:mpo·rtance ~ Tou~~ thi:s st-udy examtnes tfie 
effectiveness of incorporating the first three moments in capital 
rationing decis1ons. 
Capttal Ratton1._n§ Crtte.rta Bas.·ed on the first Two Moments 
Expected 'Val ue ·MqxlJlJtzatton 
The expected value maximization decision model is formulated 
based on the assumption that the decision maker is risk 
indifferent and is only interested in selecting the feasible 
solution vector having the largest exp~cted net present value 
without violating the budget constraint. This type of model has 
been discussed by Weingartner [13]. 
The linear programming formulation of the expected value 
maxi~mtza ti'on crtte.rton ts , therefore, 
n 








o if project i is not selected 
Xi = 
1 if project i is selected 
E ~ = expected present value of proposed i 
1 
C. = first cost or initial outlay of proposal i 
1 
B = availab1e bu_dget 
Expected Value - Variance Criterion 
The expected value - variance (EV) criterion as proposed by 
Markowitz [14] and reformulated by Weingartner [13,15] consists 
of successively mini.mizt_ng a portfolio's variance for each of a 
number of expected values or expected returns. Weingartnerts 
approach ts often referred to as the portfolio approach and is 
bc.sed on Q ... l conditions to reflect proposal •·s indivisibility. 
The EV model requires the stipulation of the rate of trade-
off (~) between the reduction in expected value and reduction in 
variance~ and it also assumes that variance of a return is a 
rreasure of risk .. The linear programming formulation of the EV 
criterion assuming statistical independence among proposals is, 
2 
Model II: Maximize Z = E- Arr 
n 
- L E. X. 
. 11 1 1= 
n 2 
~A (I: cr. X.) 







C. X~ < 8 
1 1 
X = (0, 1) 
i 
which can be solved as a zero - .one integer programmtng problem. 
Capital Rationing Criteria Based on the First Three Moments 
The need to include the third moment in the eva1uatton of 
risky investment proposals has been discussed by many authors 
including [7, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. The third 
moment can be measured by the skewness of -the probability density 
functi'on and this is the approach taken in thi.s study. Skewness· 
can be either positive or negative depending on the direction of 
the 11 tail'' of the distribution. 
Two mai n reasons have been cited for incorporating skewness 
in capital rationing decisions. First, use of only the first two 
moments is restrictive in the sense that only normally distributed 
asset returns are appropriate, which is not always the case in 
real world investment setti_ngs [24]. Secondly, since positive. 
skewness is associated with a large right tail (_'upside po..,.. 
tenti.al"}, all other thtngs bei:ng equal, it can be reasonably 
assumed that rtsk averstve investors will prefer right-skewness 
and d i s 1 ;: k e 1 eft~ s k.ewn e s s (_ u down~ s 1 de risk " } [ 1 9 , 2 3 , 2 5 J . 
Stone [26] introduces skewness into the capital rationing 
model with the extension of the mean-variance criterion (model III) 
12 
and the resulting criterion is referred to as the expected 
value-variance-skewness lEVS) criterion. To use the EVS criterion~ 
anotber trade-off parameter (0) is desired. Stone's EVS model~ 
which will be used in this study (with some modifications} 
requires the maximization of the parametric objective function 
2 3 
E ..... Gcr + A S 2 where E i.s expected portfo 1 io return, o is the p p p p p 
3 
variance of portfolio return, S is portfolio skewness and Q and 
~ 
A are risk parameters [26]. Stnce the solution of a general 
cubic pro9ramm1ng model is not feasible, he developed a linear 
approximation to the cub,:c pro9ramming model. Wi't.h c. single -
index model, portfolio skewness can be represented as: 
3 3 3 n 3 3 
S = B ' + E X S p p· "'m 1::::1 · i ~ 
where S~ is skewness of return on the market index and S~ is 
skewness of the independent random component of a security's 
return. Allowing an investor to have different attitude toward 
market skewness and irdepent skewness, Stone•s EVS criterton is: 
where 
n . 2 n 3 3 
Maximize z = E -e 1o B -e 2~ V. X.+~ 1 s B +A2~sixi j:.' m P i=l 1 1 m P i=l 
n 
Subject to: ~ X. = 1 
i =1 1 
0 <X< P fori= l, ... ,N 
p = maximum fraction of tbe portfo l1.o that may be he 1 d i.n 
any one security 
BP = market response of security p 
13 
X. = fraction(;of the portfolio irvested in security i 
1 
V. = variance of return on security i 
1 
Even though potential importance of considering higher 
moments, especially skewness, in capital rationing decisions has 
been addressed bj' several authors, nowhere in the literature is 
there a successful application of the concept to a capital 
rationing situation under risk. Therefore, i is the purpose of 
this research to investigate the effectiveness of utilizing the 
higher stat i stical moments in capital rationing environments. 
CHAPTER III 
Decision Criteria Incorporating Skewness 
In Chapter II, the literature review revealed the interest 
of many authors in considering higher moments, especially the 
third moment, in capital rationing decision models. This chapter 
discusses skewness specifically in terms of measures, implications 
and its effects in capital rationing decisions. It also discusses 
a decision criterion - the expected value - variance - skewness 
criterion - that incorporates skewness·. Then, a zero-one ltnear 
programming formul at ton of thi.s criterion is developed for 
statistically independent proposals. 
Most stati·stical Ttterature acknowle:dges the exi'stence of 
probability . distributions whicb are asymmetrical or skewed; 
however, a general measure of this characteristic has never been 
resolved [27]. The -family of unimodal asymmetrical distributi:ons 
is characterized as haying one tatl longer than the other w~th 
the probabtl1ty functl"on rts·ing more steeply on the short~tail 
stde of the mode, depending on the direction of the skew. An 
assymmetrical distributton wi:th a long right tail and sharply 
rlsing left tail l~S said to oe ···po'S·ttlvely skewed. On the otber 
. . . . ( .. 
15 
hand, if the distribution has a long left tail and a sharply 
falling right tail, it is satd to be · ~eg~tJye]y skewed. 
Positively Skewed Negatively Skewed 
M0 = Mode 
M = Median d 
11 = Mean 
Fi.gure 1, Typi'cal unimodal skewed (continuous) 
probability distributions 
As a measure of skewness, there are three main cateqories of 
definitions; momental skewness, p.earsonian Measure of skewness 
and order~statistic measure of skewness. [28]. However, Becker 
[27] concludes that the momental measures of skewness provide 
the best theoretical measure of skewness for a Theory of Parameter-
preference security valuation. 
Momental measures of skewness are further class1fi'ed according 
to how one treats scale dependency, i.e., third central moment 
and relative skewness. The third central moement is defi.ned to 
be the expectation of deviations from the mean cubed. 
~1 = E[ ( X..-E.[X.J) 3] (3. l ) 
Si'nce M is seale dependent, nu.me.rous authors [ 27, 28 ] have 
noted this and have suggested that skewness be measured instead 
16 
by the third moment relati.ve to i.ts dispersion. Hence, 
the coefficient of skewness or relative skewness is measured to 
be 
- ll a. --. -3-
cr 
However, M and a. may be equal to zero even though tbe distri~ 
bution is asymetri'c. Unfortunately, there is no way that this 
condition can be. dete.cted or corrected from the properties of 
moments from the above. Thus, M (or a.) must always be tnterpreted 
wi.th some caution [27]. Even tho.ugh many authors clai·m the 
superiority of a. over M as a measure of skewness oecause of scale 
independency, it is not always true. in tbe capital rattoni.ng area. 
The reason is that capital rationing decisions are rather 
sensi'tive to the actual magnttudes of cash flows so that scale 
dependance 1s a more desirable measure [27]. Because of compu-
tatl.onal stmplici.ty and Wl.de acceptance of the concept, M will be 
used as a measure of skewness tn this research. 
Equation (3,1} expressed the third central moment of tbe 
return on a single project. In this section, a measure of 
skewness of a. group of independent projects usi'ng the thi_rd 
centra 1 moment approacfl is discussed, The approach taken i·s 
stmtlar to that adopted by Jean 121], and it will be illustrated 
using an arbitrary tnves:tment s ituat1. on. 
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Consider a decisi.on maker faced witb three i·nvestment 
proposals each having an estimated return of R1, R2, and R3 
respectively. If all three proposals are financed, the estimated 
total return is CR1 + R2 + R3). If we let: 
r.1 = n1 ~ E lR1 1 
r 2 = R2 -- E(R2' 1 f- !~•!•t•' 
and r 3 ;::: R3 .,.., E CR3 ·,) 
by definition, 
3 M (R1 + R2 + R3) = E(r1 + r 2 + r 3) 
(_3. 2) 
expansion of (r1 + r2 + r3)
3 
and taking the expected values of 
the expanded terms and using the property that the expected 




3) = M(r1) 
3 E(.r2 } = }1(r2) 
E(r3
3) = M(r3) by definition. 
Also, since independence of the proposals are assumed, 
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but E(.r1) = E(.r2l = ECr3} = 0 and th5s i:mpl tes that 6Elr1 r2r3) 
4E( 2 ) 0 d 1 all the = r1 r 2 = an so a so a 
terms in equation (3.3} except the first three. 
Therefor~, for independent projects, the momental measure 
of skewness of the projects' returns is equal to the sum of 
the third central moments of the individual returns. Or 
symbo 1 ica lly, 
3 3 3 M = E (_r ~ 1 + E lr 2 l + E Cr 3 } 
or 
M(R1+R2+R3) = Mlr1) + mlr2) + Mlr3) 
In general terms , 
MlR
1
} = bM(r,}, where 1 = l, 
.. 1 
1 
... , n =total number of 
investment projects; 
R1 = represents the 
return on project t~ and rf are as defined in equations (3.2). 
Now that a -means of measurtng skewness has been establ is bed, 
tbe next sect ton examines the tmpl1ca t1 ons of skewness in project 
selection, 
Implications of Skewness in Project Selection 
Tbe principle of expected utility theory can be used to 
specify and demonstrate the role of skewness in investment 
decisions. If we let u(v) be a time-invariant utility function 
for money where v is· the amount of money subject to a statistical 
distribution, u(v) can be expanded around the mean cash flow 
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E ( v) by the Taylor se·ni es to ob.ta in: 
U(V} = U[E( V)] + U l [E(_v) ][V-E(V)]+U 11 [E(_V) ][V ... E(V) ]2 
21 
+ u111 [E(V)][V-E(V)] 3 + 
31 
................ (3.4) 
The expected value over V is taken of each side of equation 
(3.4) to derive the expected utility, 
E[E(V)] = U[E(V)] + u1[E(V)]E[V-E(V)] + u11 [~(V)] = E[V-E(V)02 
2 
+ u111 [E(V)] E[V~E(V)] 3 + ............... (3.5) 
-31 
The first term on the r1~ght of equation (3.5) is U(V) evaluated 
at the mean cash flow. E.[V-E(_V)] is zero thus making the 
second term equal to zero; the third term is a constant u11 [E(V)] 
. 1 
2 times the second moment (variance) of cash flows, while 
the forth is also a constant times the third moment (skewness) 
of cash flows. 
The constant u111 IE(.V)] is positive if the utility function 
' 6 
meets the usual conditions, a positive but decreasing marginal 
uti l i'ty of money. Thus the third moment wbe.n :mul ti.p led b.y 
this constant can be either negative or positive. If the 
distrtbution is posttively skewed, the contribution of this fourth 
product element to utility is positive. For a risk~aversive 
deci ston maker who wants to ·maxtmtze hi.s expected uti'l tty, 
posi'tive skewness wtll be preferred. 
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Thus, it can be deduced that given a set of tnvestment proposals, 
an fnvestor is most liRely to select those tbat have higher 
positive skewness even though tbey might have lower expected 
returns. In otherwords, a decision maker who is risk aversi·ve, 
under normal ctrcumstances, is reluctant to undertake any 
investment that presents him wi:th toe posstoility, however, small, 
of a large loss and only a ltmited gain, skewness, therefore, 
is a measure of this· asymmetry factor. The following section 
discusses a measure of investment worth that 1ncorporates 
skewness '"' tti.e mean - vartance - skewness crtteri·on . 
.:Mean ~ Var t ance .... Skewness Criterion · 
As can be observed on page 15 ~ pos-tttve skewnes-s ts-
associated with a large right tail. Thus, all other things 
being equal, it can be reasonably assumed that decision makers 
prefer positive skewness and dislike negative skewness. Based 
on this reasoning, Stone [26] postulates a generalization of the 
mean-variance criteri·on to a mean-var1ance~skewness (EVS) criterion 
with the following assumptions: 
1. Portfolio return is maximized for given levels of 
variance and skewness. 
2. Portfolio variance is minimized for given levels of 
portfolio return and skewness, and 
3. Portfolio skewness is maximized for given levels of 
portfolio return and variance. 
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Thus, as a measure of tnvestment worth, the following index is 
proposed to evaluate. an investment proposal under risk: 
2 
Zj = Ej ~ A crj + oMj 
where, 
E. = expected 
J 
return on i:nvestment j 
2 
variance on return on investment j a. = 
J 
M. = skewness of tbe return on project j 
J 
and 
·A, Q' C\re r1. sk a-vers ton parameters set by the dec is ion 
maker~ 
In order t P a p p 1 y the E ~ V-S c r i te r 1 on to a cap 1~ t a 1 ration;: n g 
s1.tuati:on ~ a ·matne.m~ti. cal pr_ogrammtng appraocn is derived. Thus 
is the subject of the next secti.' on. 
Capttal Rqtl_oning Witb E-"V--S Criterion 
Stone's index of investment worth, Z., stated in the 
J 
last section can be developed into a zero-one integer linear 
programming model of the E-V-S criterion. If Z. is known or 
J 
can be computed, and assuming statistical independence among the 
investment proposals, an efficient set of proposals can be 
obtained using the E-V-S criterion by maximizing Zj over the 
range of the proposals~ The L.P model can be stated as: 
n 
Max tmize Z = ~ 
j=l 







L: C. X. ~ B J J j=l 
0 i:f proposal j ., not selected l,S 
xj = 
1 tf proposal j i's selected 
Cj ~ f t rst cost or initial outlay of proposal j 
B ~ available b~dget for financi~g selected 
proposals 
for a ~ o ~ ttle E-·~-"V~ crtterion reduces to the roean ..-. 
var i ance crt ter ton and fo~ ~ ~ 8 = 0, the E-V-S criterion 
reduces to the expected value maximization criterion. 
The E- V-S c r i t e ri on de v e 1 o p.ed i n th i s sect i on w i 11 thus 
be tested against mean-variance and the expected value maximization 
criteria discussed in Chapter II. To accomplish this, a computer 
simulatiQn model was developed and the details and components of 
this model are presented in Chapter IV. 
CHAPTER IV 
Tbe Description of the Simulation Model 
In Chapters II and III, the EVS criterion was proposed along 
with two methods of select ;·ng tnvestment a 1 te.rnati''ves, The two 
methods are the expected present worth criterion and tbe mean~ 
variance criter1on. These two dectston c·rtteri.a are to be 
compare.d wttfl the_ EVS c-rtteri:on. Thts Chapter contatns- q detai.led 
descr1~ptton of the stmul at ton model used to test the effect{yeness 
of tnese cri'terta. Ffrs~t, the. spectftc assumptions of the 
stmulat1on model used tn this analysis are descriBed. Then 
fellows the descrtptton of tfie s·trnulatton process whi.ch i.s used 
to test the effecttveness o-f toose dectston cr1~te.ria. · 
Bastcally:t the si:rnulatton model conststs of two parts ~ The 
ftrst part of the stmul a tton .model tnc l udes the. genera t ton of a 
sche.dule. of tnve.stment proposals (SIP1 that are submitted at each 
deci:ston pe.rtod~ In parttcular~ detatled descrtpttoJls· are. given 
q s to fiow the. i'nyestme.nt propos a 1 s.· are generated. The. second part 
of the simulatton model ts the application of the different 
dec is ton criterta to the s·cnedule of tnvestment proposals generated 
in the ftrst part. In addi.tion, the second . part of the simulation 
consists of the. accumulation and calculatton of statisttcs to 
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evaluate the performance of these decision rules. 
· Modelihg · Assu~p~ions . 
The basi.c assumpttons made i"n the simulatton model are~ 
1. The firm•·s primary ooject1ve ts to make i.nvestment decisions 
tnat prom1se to maximize its present worth with the limitation 
on funds ava1lable for investment. Although other goals are 
also legittmate, tn order to keep t5e analysis manageable~ 
these other goals are not constdered in this study. Further, 
nonmomentary considerations which affect investment 
decisions are not considered in this study. 
2, The st ze of eaco propos-al •·s ftrst cost ts assumed to be known 
when it is proposed, but future cash flows are random in 
magnitude. This assumption seems vali-d because for many 
investment proposals cash outlays are known in advance but 
occur either at the begtnning of the proposal':s life or at 
given times during the earlier life of the proposal. Each 
proposal i.s also ass-umed to bave a known investment life. Each 
investment proposal ts considered to be an indivi~ible unit, 
and 1.t is not possi_ble to undertake "multiples 11 of any 
investment proposal. 
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· DesGri.pti on ···of · th.e · Si.mul at ion · Process 
... ( ~ ;: 0 • ' 
The stmulatton process can be separated into three phases in 
this study, and fi.guY'e 2 shows th.e_ ·§eneral -.modeli~ng process. 
Phase I: The §eneratton of a schedule of investment proposals 
contain~ng proposals that are submitted wtthtn a 
spec1.ftc ttme i.nterval for tne deciston makerts 
conside-rat1on, 
Phase II: The application of the three different decision criteria 
described in Chapter III to the SIP generated is Phase 
I. In addition, the second phase of the simulation 
consists of the accumulation and calculation of sta-
tistics relevant to the stated purposes of this study. 
Phase III. Once Phase I and II are completed, the realizations 
of cash flows of all the projects generated during 
the study period are preserved. Given these 
real i.zattons of tbe proposal ~· s cash flows, the optimal 
solut1.on to the deciston problem is obt~ined. This 
result is fo.und by solving a zero~one 1 inear pro-
grammi'ng formula t ton of tfl.e. ·mode 1 . 
Gener~tia~ · af · ~ Sthedule .6f I~v~~t~~nt · Prop6~als 
A schedule of 1nvestment proposals (SIP) is a set of 
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Expected 'Va 1 ue .,... 1'artance - Skewness Crtteri on, 
Expected Value "'""'Vartance Crtterton and 








Present :.r31 u 
ft9ure. 2. Tfte general ·modeling process uti:lized tn 
tfie study 
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investment opportunities submitted for consideration during a 
decision period. Due to the variability among proposals with 
respect to the size of ;·nvestment, expected pattern of cash flows, 
life, and expected rate of return, it is reasonable to vi sua li ze 
a decisi'on maker having schedules consisting of i·nvestment pro-
posals drawn from an underlyi_ng distriBution in whicfi the size of 
1nvestment, expected pattern of cash flows, life, and expected rate 
of return are all r andom variables~ 
In thts sectton, tne general ·framework for Phase I 
s tmulatt on ts descr -rbed t In o·rder to generate a parttcular 
proposa 1, tfie fo 11 owi~ng ftve bas 1.c cbaracteri sttcs are defined: 
1. The 1.nte.r-rel attons-ntps among proposals. 
2. The. tnl_tial l_nves·tment requtred By the proposal. 
3, The proposal ltfe , 
4, The rate of return ~ 
5, T~e cash flow patterns (ttmtng and magnitude) 
AssumptTons of Independence Among Proposals 
The proposals generated in this analysis are all considered 
to be functionally i~dependent. The adoption of the assumption 
that the proposals are independent eliminates the necessity of 
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genera t t.ng the cova ri:qnces a11Jong the . proposa 1 s, 
The Proposal ts First Cost 
In the stmulation, the generation of the proposal's first 
cost is based on the approach taken by Park [29]. He generates 
the first cost of the proposal from a C distribution that is 
0 
descri'bed by a mean first cost C and stx other parameters which 
0 
represent tftree dlfferent exponential distributions. Thus, the 
codtstributton 1 s essenttally a comoi·natton .of three exponential 
di·stri'but1ons pl ace.d so that tne mean of the resul t1~ng C 
0 
distrtout1.on ts E . Graphically, thi:s relationsh1p can be 
0 







·.figure 3. Com5tnatton of t5ree. exponential dtstrtouttons· 
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In r1.gure 3., the three exponential distributions 
correspond to 
f(x) = (_1 I (ct ..,atl )e -0 I c i -a;:J} (.x-ai l 
where x > ai ' t 1 ,2,3 
and the cumulati.ve dt st-rifiutton f(x) 
Thus, x can be viewed as 
x = a .. - ( c - a~) £n ( 1 - F (x) ) {.4-1 ) 
1 1 1 
Therefore, by specifying ai and ci' an exponential distribution 
can be placed anywhere on the x axis. By placing three such 
distributions on one axis, and by sampling from the three dis-
tributions an appropriate freaction of the time, it is possible 
to have the expected value of all the sampling equal to C. To 
0 
make sure the samples drawn in · this way represent those from the 
C
0 
distribution, Park provides the following conditions that must 
be held between those distribution parameters and the fraction of 




fl+f2+f3 = 1 
c1 f 1 = c2 f 2 and c2 2.. C 0 ::__ c3 
Several reasons are stated in [29] for using thts rather 
complicated scheme tn the generatton of ttie proposals first 
cost. An a 1 goritfun for generati:ng the proposa 1 • s ftrst cost i:s 
shown in Append1x A, 
·proposal:s ·Life 
In practice, it is. common to observe that there are usually 
more investment proposals with short ltves then wi"th long lives. 
Therefore, the proposal :l1.fe is. generated from a s1.ngle exponential 
distriBution. Si nce a large number of proposals are generated 
thropghout the study pertod, it l.S necessary to limit the 
max1mum l1fe wh1ch a proposal can take at Lmax. Thus, three 
parqmeters are used to def1_ne this- truncated exponential d1~s~ 
trtbut1.on (L .. .. ~ , L l , 
·m1.n " n max 
.... 
.......... .... ... ... _ 
figure 4. Aver_age 1 i fe d istri but ;·on 
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Let Lmax = the maximum proposal life specified in tfie shifted . 
ltfe dtstrtbutton~ 
-n = the average proposal life. 




An algorithm for generating the proposal li'fe n is pres·ented in 
Appendtx A .. 
Tfle __ D1strtout1.0n of Investment Opportun1.ttes 
~ . wiih .Rate of .Return gk 
The distribution of investment opportunities with growth 
rate gk can be viewed as one which describes the average fraction 
fk of dollars worth of proposals with ... growth gk~ This· growth 
rate represents t he 1nternal rate of return of the proposal. That 
is, it is the rate which sets the receipts equal to the dis-
bursements of the proposal, 
The type of distribution of future schedule of investment 
opportunities utilized in this study is the exponential as shown 
in Figure 5 ~ The maxtmum value for any gk (internal rate of 
return) is 32% with the lower li"mit of 6%. The shape of this 
distri'bution reflects fact that the firm oas a greate proportion 
of low-return proposals available than it has of high-return 
propos a 1 s. An a 1 gori·tbm for generating the rate of return for 












.6 .8 1.0 
. fk ---? 
T~e dtstrtbution of investment opportunities 
(exponential shape} 
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Expected Cash - ·Flow Pattern ·. 
In order to generate the series of cash flows to be 
represented by a probability distributton, it is necessary to 
identify the expected pattern of a proposa 1 •· s cash-flow receipts 
sertes . Once a proposal's ftrst cost C
0
, its life n, and its 
rate of return_ 9j -are known, it ts possible to dete-r.mine the 
expected amount and timtng of 1~ts cash flow-s, provided its cash...-
flow- pattern ts Rnown , Ln thts stmulatton, four basic cash~flow 
patte·r ns. ~ re .used to §ene.rate the proBabi 1 tstic cash fl ow·s: 
1. Single Payment. 
2. Uniform Series. 
3. Gradient Series (Increasing} 
4. Gradient Series (Decreasrng} 
By usi·ng comoi:nations of the gradtent series patterns and the 
uni'form series pattern, tt is possiBle to generate an unlimited 
numoer of variat1ons of these patterns in the simulations. Follo~ 
wi.ng Parkt·s development tn [29], a var1~ety of combinations of 
cash flow patterns can be achieved by defining and controlling the 
stze of R2 relattve to R ~ 
(_4-3) 
In the simulatton a part1cular cash~flow pattern ts randomly 
. generated for each proposal from a predetermined distribution of 
cash-flow shapes, If t~e cash~flow pattern selected is a gradient 
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series cash flow·, a rqndom choice ts made between the tncreasi_ng 
series and the dec rea s1ng series, Then tn.e value of R2 re 1 attve 
to R is determined in the simulation by a fraction fR that is a 
random variable such that 
and that 
Rl = fRR 
R2 ::; (1 ~ f RlR 
Thus, when fR is selected for either of the two combination serfes, 
the following distincttve cash-flow patterns result for the 
particular values of fR shGwn below; 
If fR ::; 0, It the result1.ng sertes is strictly a gradi.ent 
series .. 
If f = 1 . the resulting sertes is strtctly a uniform R seri·es, 
ff 0 < f R < 1, , tbe resulting seri"es i:s a combi·nation of a 
un1.form se~tes and a gradient series. 
Symbolically, 
Q1 = the p·ro5abiltty of observing a stngle payment from the casfi flow dtstrl.bution, 
= probability of a series payment type cash flow. 
the probability of the cash flow being a combination of 
decreastng serte~, if the proposal is a series payment 
type cash flow. 
= toe pro6abiltty of the cash flow befng a combtnation of 
increasing sertes. 
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The computations of the expected cash-flow sertes Ft for a 
single proposal are given in Equation 4~4 and tne logic to 
generate EIFt] is presented tn Appendix A. 
E{Pt] = R1 + f Ct-11, for increas~ng sertes, 
E [ F t] = R1 + (_n - 1) G - G(t...._ 1} , for decreasing s-eries (_4-4) 
Now, it is possible to determine t5e expected present v~lue 
associated with the parttcular cash flow pattern generated! 
Tflat l.S., 
n 
E[PWJ = r 
where 
i = minimum attracttve rate of return 
Generat1.on of Sk.ewed Present Worth Distrib.ut1.on 
(_4--5). 
In previous sections of this chapter, the expected cash flow 
patterns and other profiles of the proposals have been discussed. 
However, since the interest of this study is in skewness of 
returns and its effects 1.n capital rationing~ it is pertinent to 
generate skewed present worth distributions of the proposals. To 
do this, the beta probability function will be used. Choice of 
the beta distribution function is appropriate because of its 
flexibility in assuming different skewed shapes depending on the 
values of the parameters that describe it. 
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Tne Baste Beta Dts:tributton 
The probability density function of the baste beta dis-
tribution whose range is between 0 and 4 can be defined as: 
= 1 X a -l ( 1 - X l b -l ( 4- 6 } 
f(x) B(a,b} 
where 
B (.a , 5 } __ r ta )1' ( b ) · ...--.:....:....:..--~"-.------., a and b > 0 
r(a+b} 
The shape of the beta di:s-tr'tbutton ts determined by 
controlling the values of the two parameters, a and b, respectively, 
Table l summarizes the variety of shapes of Beta distribution 
for di fferent com5tnations of a and b~ and figure 6 depicts 
the correspond1 ng shapes· of Beta di. stri"butions '! 
TABLE l 
Shilpes of Beta Di:strib.ution 
for Dt fferent Combtnations 
of a and b 
Conditions on a and b Shape of Beta 
Beta Distribution 









Unimodal, positively skewed, 
mode at (a-1)*/(N-2) 
Unimodal, negatively skewed, 
mode at (a-1)*/(N-2) 
J~shape, mode at 0 or 1 
U-shape, mode at 0 or 1 
fir) 
. . .. _: .. 
· ~- ' ·Caf · . .. · 
a=b,)l;o.so 
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Figure 6. Shapes of Beta distribution for 
different combination of a and b 
' . 
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The . Tr~~~formed Beta Di~ttfb~tion 
Since investors will not be interested in expected returns 
that vary between 0 and 1 untts, a transformation of the basi.c 
beta distrtbutton to one wtth some practical range of limits are 
. ~ 
ne.cessary ~ 'For the pu·rpose of th.ts study, the range of interest 
~ega rd i'ng a project'· s return is deftned as (A, B} , wbere A 
represents the worst or lowest expected return and B the best 
or htghest posstble value, 
To go from X(O,l) to y(A,B), one can use the following linear 
re 1 at ion ship. · 
or, 
X = y~A 
B-·A 
y = A + (8-:-.A) X 
Moments of X(O,l) ·and y(A~B). 
The moment generating function of X(O,l) is given by: 
. E[Xn] (2a+2) (2a+4) ... (2a+2n) where 
= · v(y+2)(~+4)~.~.C~~2n-2)' 
v = 2a + 2b + 4 
Therefore, 
a ·+ ·1 · 
E[X] = . b . 2 a + + 
2 _ (_a+ 1) ta+2) · 
E[X ] - (a+b+2)(a~b+3) 
3 _> (a+ 1 )'\!1+2) f'.a-P3) · ·. · 




and the vartance of x is given by: 
Var (x) = · · c~+l)~b~l) 
(a+b+?) 2 Ca+b+3) 
( 4-11 ) 
From equation (~-7), th.e moment generati.ng functi:on of y can . 
be represented as: · 
E[y] = E[!At(B-A)X}]~ whtch, after some mathematical 
manipulations [28] result fn the following expression: 
Thus , from (4~12}, 
E[y] = A+CB-AlE.[~] 
Eiy2J = A2+2 (J3--A }A ~ EIXJ+CB~·Al2 EIX2J 




The variance and skewness of yare thu~ given as follows: 
'Var [y J = EI {y~EiyJ} 2J 
or -var fy] ~ Eiy2J ~· (_E[yJl2 (4~16) 
and M[y] ~ Skewness of y 
= E[ {y~E[y ]} 3] 
3 2 3 
::; E[y ]-3E[y]E.[y ]+2E[y] 
Thus~ if the values of A,B, a, and 5 were known, the expected 
value, variance, and skewness of a project's return are readily 
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obtained. The actual generation of the values of the above 
parameters are obtained through the Nonte Carlo sampling. 
~ener&tton o-f Beta Handom Deviates 
0nce the expected prese.nt worth o-f an 1~nvestment proposa 1, 
E[y] ~ ts- deterrotned ·from Equ~tton (.4. 5), the next step ts· to 
compute tne -yariance and sR.ewne$s of the tnvestment p-roposal. For 
do1Jl 9 !?O ? 1t 1.s·· necessary to_ -§ene.r:ate ra_nges of pa r.,.a.meters· of 
a, b , A and B for the Bet~ dtstri.button. By samplt_ng the 
parameter values from the following unlform distributions, if is 
possible to generate a variety of shapes of the Beta probability 
distribution. 
a1 < a < a2 
bl < b < b2 
A1 :_ A < A2 
In order to make sure that the values of a, b, and A generated 
above give E[y] determined by Equation (..4~5}, tbe value of B 
can be found automatically by solving the following equation. 
From Equation (4.13), solving forB yields, 
B = (a+b+2)E[y]+bA 
b+ 1 . 
Now, if a, b, A, and B are known, one can easily determine 
E[y2] and E[y3], and generate a Beta random deviate with a 
minimum value A and a maximum value B. The program logic to 
generate the Beta deviates is given in [30] and presented in 
Appendi'x A. 
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· M~~~ure of Effettiv~ness 
The oasi"s for compari_ng the effectiveness of different 
decision criteria is thetr abi.lity to maximize the present value 
of the firm•s capital over a given deciston period, By applyi_ng 
each dectston criterion to those proposals generated and keeping 
track of all realizations of cash flows associated with proposals 
undertaken, it ts possible to determtne the total present value 
of the firm•s capital under each decision criterion. Thus, the 
total present value for applying decision criterion k is: 
where 
n 
PW[ RLZ] K = E (RLZJ.). Xr.,; j=l ~ 
(RLZj) 
xkj 
= Realization of cash flow associated with · 
propos a 1 j -
= 0, tf proposal j is rejected under dec i. s ion 
criter1on k 
1 ' if proposal j is accepted under decision crtteri·on k 
It fs of interest to compare the present value obtained from the 
three decision criteri"a with the one obtained with complete 
knowledge about the future investment opportunities and the 
realizations of their future cash flows. Therefore, if complete 
information about the realizations of all the proposals is 
ava11able at the time of capital allocation, it should be possible 
to select the better set of proposals. The global opti~um with 
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the perfect information ts thus obtatned from solving the 
following zero..-one integer li.near programming problem: 
Maximize z = n 
l: (RLZ.) X. j=l J J 
Subject to n 
r C .X. < B j=l J J ..... 
· R~plitatjon of . §JmuJ~tjgn Runs 
As discussed above, each of the decision criteria being 
considered is applied to the same set of proposals generated to 
compare the effectiveness of one decision criterion with another. 
A completion of one simulation run produces a single value of 
total present value, PW[RLZ]k' for each criterion being tested. 
Since the present value obtained in each simulation run is a 
random variable, several simulation runs must be made to compute 
the mean of these present value, Ep' and the variability of the 
values about their mean, crp! The decision of bow many runs 
should be made for a particular set of parameters can be deter-
ml.ned by the vari'abtlity that is observed in the total present 
value figure after some preliminary runs are made. 
CHAPTER V 
Simulation Results and Analysis 
In thi's Chapter, the simulation results produced by the 
decision models described in Chapter III are presented and 
analyzed. To provide a background regarding the various simu-
lations undertaken, three types of investment situations are 
described and thetr spectftc parameters are defined. The 
simulat1on res·ults based on these investment settings are compared, 
and the effects of cr1.ttca1 tnput parameters on tfle performance of 
eacn decision cr1.te-rton are examtned. In summary, this Chapter is 
to answer two spectf1.c questtons~ 
l) .what improvement in proposal selection can be attained 
with incorporating the skewness into a decision criterion other 
than the first two statistical moments? 2) what are the effects 
the choice of risk parameters on the effectivenss of the E-V-S 
criterion? 
Description of The Investment Situations 
Tnre.e types Q.f lnyas,tJJ1ent setti~ng~ a-re prectse.1.y defi~ne.d 
1.n thi.·.~ : se.cti.bn '- These si:tuattons- wi'll be referred to subsequently 
as Case I, Ca~e lfj ~nd Case III. The reason for evaluating each 
case in different · inves·tment settings i·s to provi'de a contrast 
between a SIP with all positively skewed distributions a SlP 
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with mixed composttton of postti"ve. and negattve skewed distri~ 
butions, and a SIP with all negatively skewed distributions. 
Case I - Parameters 
1. Distribution of investment opportunities with rate of return 
gk - exponent1~al shape (.see P· ... 32 } 
2. o;·scount rate lt~ARR) used = 10% 
3. Size of average 1:nvestment per propos a 1 (see p. 28 ) 
c = $15,000 
0 
a = 1 $6,000 c ::; 1 $11,00.0 
a2 = $10,000 c = $15,0.00 2 
a3 = $14,000 c = $19,000 3 
4. Proposal ltfe in years (See p, . 3Q) 
L , ::: 2, LA11G = 5, L = 8 m1n 1 . max 
5. Si.ze of external funds available for allocation Csee p.28) 
B = $150,000 
6 , Probability of a particular expected cash flow 
pattern (see p .:3.3 1 
Q1 ~ 0.2, Q2 = 0~6, 0 ; fR: l 
7~ Number of investment proposal~ generated in the study 
per1. od 
N = 50 
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8. The parameters of the Beta di.s-tri.button · (seep. 36}. 
The probabi'l ity d1 stributi:ons of a, b and A are uniform 
distributions with 
l.cJ< a< 2.0 
2.0 < b :s.. 3.0 
0 < A ~ 500 
Case II - Parameters 
1-7. Same as Case I 
8. Fifty percent of investment proposals are positively skewed 
distributions whereas the other fifth percents negatively 
skewed ones with the following specific parameters: 
Positively Skewed 
2.0 < a< 3.0 
3.0 < b < 4.0 
0 < A < 500 
Negatively Skewed 
2.0 < a< 3.0 
1 ~0 < b < 2.0 
0 < A < 500 
-case .. ITJ · ~. · Parameters 
1-7. Same as Case I 
8. All the investment proposals are n.egattvely skewed w·i.tn. tbe 
followtng parameters~ 
2.0 < a< 3.0 
.....--. ..--. 
1.0 < 5 < 2.0 
0 <: A ·< 500 
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Risk Aversion Parameters 
As discussed in Chapter III, a direct comparison of the EVS 
criterion with other decision criteria calls for specification 
of a coefficient of risk aversion . (~,8) iri advance. The same 
argument applies to the utilization of the E-V criterion in which 
a coeffi" ci ent of risk avers1 on . (.A:) needs to be speci fi.ed. Si nee 
different present values are possi"ble for different values of 
~ or 8, it is desirable to define the efficient set of inyestment 
by varying the coeffic1ent of risk averston, while holdi"ng all 
other parameters fixed. 
In the simulation, for a given value of~ (or 8), twenty 
runs are performed. Then E and a are estimated from these 20 p p 
sample runs. For a different value of A (or a), another 20 
runs are made, using the same parameters to compute· EP and a p. 
This procedure ts repeated a number of ti"mes and the values of 
E[EP] and E[crp] are plotted ~nth E[EP] on the hortzontal axi.s and 
E[op] on the vertical axis. In the simulation, the values of cr. 
range from 0 to 0.00005 while the value of ~ ts fixed at 0~0002. 
Simulation Results and Analysis 
Case I 
The simulation results for this investment situation are 
shown in Figure 7 and the detailed statistics are presented in 
Table 5 in Appendix C. In Figure 7, the values of a 8 used for 
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the E-V-S criterion range from 0. to .0, 0-05. Thus, the line 
connecting o1 and 05 represents the efficient frontier generated 
by the E-V-S criterion for a fi·xed A value of 0.0002. The soli.d 
circle (0) represents the statistics for the E~V criterion while 
a shaded triangle (.A.) does for the expected present value~ 
variance criterion. As descrtbed tn Chapter tV, if the decision 
maker has complete information about tne SIP at the time of 
decisi·on, the global optimum wi'tfl this perfect informati:on is . 
denoted by a shaded rectangular(~ ), 
For the E~V-S cri'terton, the greatest Ep value ts obtained 
at o = 0.00005, and as the value of o increases, the value of 
E[Ep] gradually increases. This increasing trend in the expected 
present value as o becomes large can be explained as follows! 
From the 1 in ear rel ationshi·p of Z .=E .-Acr~+oM. with M>O, it ts J J J J -
evident that the effect of Acr~ will diminish and one can 
eventually observe the point where lcr~ = 5~. When this happens, 
the project selection can be effecte.d by only the first and third 
stattstical moments! 
Assigning a higher value of o implies that for a proposal j, 
the requirement to meet the E"!'·V~S cri terton Becomes 1 ess· dependent 
upon tfle fi·rst two statisti·cal moments (recall the fact that the 
value Z. must Be positive in order to be considered for tnvestment 
J 
by the E-.V ~s cri'teri'on) . Thus, for a bi gtier va 1 ue of o· ~ the ftrm 
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generally select the proposals with higher expected present 
values whi"le placing a ltttle emphasis on the variabi.li·ty of the 
investment proposals. Therefore, using a higher value of 8 
normally results in a larger E[E] with a higher variability, p 
E[crp]. When 8 becomes extremely large, the E-V-S criterion 
virtually requires no consideration of the first two statistical 
moments. Theoretically, i t is however possible to place an upper 
bound on the limit which 8 can take for an expected utility 
maximizer, if his utility function ;·s given. From Equation (3.5) 
III 8 could be set equal to U E(V). However, it is a rather 
31 
oi.fftcult task to find such a ut1lity function in the real world 
decision environment. 
Figure 7 indicates that one can expect an improvement in 
project selection by incorporation the third statistical moment. 
Recall the fact that the point (! ) is obtained for the E~V 
criterion with a fixed sample of 20 runs. Thus, as the sample 
size changes, the location of A is li.kely to cb.ange. Therefore, 
it is necessary to place a 95% confi'dence i'nterval about this 
point to reflect any statistical significance bearing upon this 
random variable with respect to E and cr • The range set by RS p p 
is determine.d by finding an interval gi.'vtn g that 1-. and any va 1 ue 
of 0 to not differ statistically at the significance level of 
0.05 with regard to their average performance [31, See Page 3-23]. 








































































































































































































































































































































































an interval giving that i and any value of 0 do not differ 
statistically at the significance level of 0.05 with regard to 
their variabi,-ity [31, See Page 4-9], Therefore, the dotted 
square RSTV around A represents the area in which any value falls 
assumes to 5e. stattstfcally tnsignifi.can~ with regard to thetr 
performance in both Ep and ap when compared with the performance 
of '· Following the logic above, it can be shown that the points 
o1, o2 and o3 o5tained from the E~v~s criterion do not differ 
stati·stically with regard to thei.r variability when compared 
wtth that of ,, 5ut thei.-r average performance (.EP} oecomes 
pronounced statistically. 
Finally, i't i_s of i:nteres.t to answer the follow·ing two 
questions; .1) what if the future cash flow realizations were 
known with certainty oefore the deci.sion i.s to be made-? 2} how 
much improvement would occur tn the selection of projects? When 
the dec1sion maker has complete tnformation abou.t all tne future 
SlP' s at tbe current deci·s i." on t i:me :t a Zero-One integer programmtng 
formulation gtven in Page 42 generates the gloBal opttmal 
solution at the point denoted by a square CIIJ) i:n Ftgure 7. It 
i.'s seen that the value of knowing the project realtzations is 
far more pronounced that in the case of perfect i'nformation~ Thts 
i's 1 a rge ly oecause ttie perfect l<no'lfl e.dge of present and future 




The simulation results for this investment situation are 
shown in Figure 8 and the detailed statistics are presented in 
Table 6 in Appendix C. In Figure 8, the values of k ~ and & 
used for the E~-V-S criterion are the same. as in Case I. 
For the E-V-S criterion, the greatest Ep value is obtained 
at o = 0.00001. In order to compare the effectiveness of the 
E-V-S criterion against the E~V criterion a~ ~ = 0.000~, the 
two points o1 and • in Figure 8. If a 95% confidence interval is 
constructed for the two . points, it is observed that: 
51,309 < E (01) _< 62,358 
- p 
and 
36,686 ~ Ep C•l ~45,019 
usi·ng the two-tailed t-test. This means that the probabiltty 
that the above inequal1ties are satisfied is 0~95. Hence, given 
the same 1 evel of confidence, the E~V~S crtterion is. most l i:ke.ly 
to yi'eld an E greater than that obtained for the E~.V crtteri:on p 














































































































































































































































































Figure 9 shows the .results of the simulation obtained for 
the case where all the returns from the proposals are negatively 
skewed. Detailed statistics are presented in Table 7 in Appendix 
c. 
For tnis particular case, the E~~~s criterion does not 
dominate the E-V criterion. A risk averter dislikes regatively 
skewed returns from a proposal and since the E-V~S model developed 
in this study assumed the decision maker to be a risk averter, 
the poor performance of the E-V-S criterion when returns are all 
negatively skewed is understood. 
Consider points o1 and ' in Figure 9. If a 95% confidence 
i nterva 1 is constructed for the two poi·nts, it is seen that 
39,352 < E (01)- < 43,990 
- p ~· 
and 
47,659 < E (!) < 54,804 
- p ~ 
Thus, given the same level of confidence, the E-V criterion 





























































































































































































































































































SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The primary purpose of this research was to investigate the 
significance of the concept of skewness in capital allocation 
problems. A complete summary of the results of the research is 
given in this chapter, following by conclusions, and recomrnen~. 
dations for future research. 
Summary of Results 
This research begins with the discussion of the decision 
criteria considering risk commonly mentioned in the literature. 
In particular, attention ·;s given to decision criteria that 
considers skewness. As ;·s revealed by the revi: ew of literature, 
on~ of tbe basic assumptions und~rlying investment analysis under 
risk is that decision maker~s would base their decisions on only 
the fi·rst two stattsti'cal moments of the probaoility distri.bution 
of returns. However, the mean and variance can adequately 
descrtoe only certain symmetri'c di'stributi.ons such as the normal 
and the uni.form dtstri·butions, As a result, if probability 
dtstributi'ons of tnvestment returns are actually 'aS'.y~met~i~, tbe 
classic first two moments analysis ignores information (skewness) 
that i's needed to make a better investment decision. Even though 
the importance of the third moment in project selection has been 
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recognized, nowhere in the literature is there a successful 
application of the concept to a regular periodic decision process 
where the decision maker lacks full knowledge of his future as 
well as present investment opportunities. 
Skewness can be measured by the third central moment of a 
probability distri"button, and in order to incorporate skewness 
in capital rationing decision criteria, a zero-one linear pro~ 
gramming decision model called the expected value-variance~ 
skewness (EVS) model is developed. This model consists of a 
single index wh.ich seeks a practical trade ..... off among the three 
major "investment factors: profitability, variabtlity, and 
skewness. 
In order to investigate the effectiveness of incorporati~g 
skewness in cap1tal rattening dec1.sions·, an investment si·tuatio.n 
i.s suggested where investment dec is ions are made on a one~ time 
basis with the objective of maxtm1zing total expected present 
values. It is assumed that knowledge of that investment woilild 
ne available and thetr associated cash flows are probabi.listic. 
Given tne lack of available actual data and the need to 
exam1ne the performance of the models under a variety of condi-
tions r_egarding tnvestment settings, the logical alternative i's 
to select a simulated environment in which the important para~ 
meters generati. ng i'nvestment data could be centro 11 ed, Therefore, 
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a simulation model based on three investment situations 
(positively skewed negatively skewed, mixed~positively and 
negatively-skewed and negatively skewed distributions of expected 
returns) is developed to test the effectiveness of the EVS 
cr1terton w1th otRer frequently mentioned decision criteria. 
These criteria are the expected value maximization and the 
expected valuepvarfance (EV) ~ In addition to comparing these two 
criteria with the EVS cri. terion, the va 1 ue of havi·ng complete 
tnformation about the future proje.ct real tzations is also 
1.nt roduced to compare the overa 11 e.ffecttveness of the EVS 
criterton. 
Conclusions 
The primary contributi-on of this research is to answer the 
following specific questions: 
l) What improvement ;·n tnvestrnent proposal selection can be 
attained with tncorporat~ng higher statistical moments in 
capital rationing problem? 
2) How does the EVS crtte.ri.on perform with respect to other 
ex1.sti.n_g tnvestment deci.ston model which do not consider 
explicitly the higher statistical moments of the probability 
. . 
dtstrtbuti.on of tnvestment return? 
The analyses of the results obtained through the simulation 
process indicate that the EVS criteri·on is generally superior 
and more effective than the other two criteria under the investp 
ment situations considered in the study except when all returns 
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are negatively skewed. It is also observed that the EVS 
criterion is sensitive to the choice of the risk aversion 
parameter. 
Using a higher value of 8 results in a larger average 
expected value but wi'th a higher varfabtltty. When the risk 
parameter, 8, becomes extremely 1 arge, the EVS criteri.on virtually 
requires no consideration of tbe fi·rst two statistical moments , 
However, the predetermtnatton of app·ropria te va 1 ue of <S· remai:ns 
uns·ol ved. 
Recommendati'ons for further Research 
A logical extension of this study is the incorporation of 
the fourth stattst1.cal moment wnich measures the peakedness of 
a distribution in capital rationing problems. This, of course, 
would be an extension of tbe EVS cr1terion and would require 
the stipulation of another risk coefftci'ent and the .development 
of a similar single. index solveable. by 1 inear programming 
techniques. 
The assumption of independence among investment proposals, 
though practical, is limited in actual application. Thus, the 
consideration of the effects of interrelationships among the 
proposals can be of special interest. 
The decision process consi'dered ;·n the study assumed a 
single stage "once-for..-all n type of decision. The application of 
the E~V-S model to multi-stage decision process and investigation 
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of i'ts effectiveness as a dec is ion criterton wtth res·pect to 
other deci s ;·on cri·teri'a waul d be of_ great interest. 
AP.PENDIC~S 
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. AP.PE:N.D rx A 
LOGIC OF SIMULATION MODELS USED IN THE RESEARCH 
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~--------------------~---~--
Read 1.n Pa-rameter~ 
L .... L 




'RN = ·11 ( 0 , 11 
Compute and Store. 
n. L .. ~ · (ri ~ L , )ln[l~FlL lRN] J m1.n - · ~m1.11 · ·.max 
( Return 
f .i.'gure. .10... Logi~c to. generate li'fe of proposal 
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Read in parameters 
I k, Ek , k = 1 , .. , , 19 
,--,------l:..-------. 
· Generate Uniform Variate 
ll (0, 1) : RN 
g = I k k 
K=K+1 
Figure 11( Logic to generate rate of return for proposal 
Read in parameters 
Co, al' cl' a2, .c2, .a3, c3 
Generate Uniform Vartate 
RN = ·lJ (0, 1 } 
Compute: 
C=a3-(c3-:.a3}1n (1 ""RN1. -
. CLl. 
Compute: . 
C = a1 - (c1-a1 )~n(1-RN} 
Compute; 
c ~ a2 ~tc2 ~a2)1n(l~RN) 
/' Return "~-----' 
Figure 12. 
\ )' 
loytc to gene·rate first cost for prGfK}s-a.}----/ 
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I Read in Parameters C n. g. Ql Q2 Q3 o, J, J, , ' 
:.. 
Generate a uniform variate 
I RNl = ~ (0,1) 
Single- Payment (Type 1) I 
>-----~Compute: _ 
Yes 
E[Ft]. = C (l+g. )nj ,, 
J 0 J 
Decreas1ng Series (type 3) 
Compute: . . . .. R2 , . G = . 
fn.-l;{A/G, g.,n.)] 
J J J 
Compute: E[Ft]j 
I Increasing Series (type 4) - ·-; Compute: G = R2/[(A/G,gJ.,nJ.)] . / , '--~' Return '··'----l __ c_om_p_u_t_e :_E[_F t] J ---------· _; ~___) 
Figure 13. ~ogtc to generate expected cash flows for 
proposal 
6fi 
Read i:n Parameters 
A~ B i" . a :t fi 
-
\ 














Y+Z < l No ' J=J+2 
\ Compute and Store Compute: Realization: y · 
' X-(Y+Zl "' , . RLZ = .A + (B,.A} X 
~. ~ 
I. ~U:J 
J.i.gure. 14\ Log i.e to generate Beta random deviates 
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APPENDIX B 
GENERATED PROJECT PROFILES 
(Mean, Variance, Rate of Return, First 
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Table 4. Project · proftl est. C~s-e fli cc·ont l,'.d) 
26 
' 
2 2.bb 1. 42' 0.23 21916.41 3%8.271 1132.40 -397llo5973.88 
I I l I I 27 3 2 2.57 1.59 0.20 185£16.89 2761.81 759._16 ~~181722&.66 
i l ! 
26 
' 
4 2.44 1.30 0.15 71li6.SO • 1117.02 293.551 -6861154.20· 
I I I I I ?9 3 2 >.811 1.1R 0.17 1 20988 .1~ ' 2016.14 ?_76.19' ___ -. 716 4.1 8 53. 1 7 
! I i 
30 ?. 3 2. 741 1.83 0.12 20230.79 716.01 94.99 -154277.66 
j 
31 3 2 2.28' 1. 20 ' 0.21 16508. 37· 3156.53 955.76 -239121325.55 
2.6J I 
... I I , . I 
-9346154.731 32 4 3 1.16 0. J!~ 18572. n: 1389.39 297.6q 
I I . I I I I I 33 
. ~ - - . . ? . 
__ _ >.••1 1.75 0.16 : t71QS.7J 1626.56 511.82 •9070011.81 
0.16 1 
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41 
' 
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42 ll 4 2.95 1. 00 ~ 0.25 75411.07 \ 1340.82 252.34, -7363685.12 
l I I I 
65t1.69l 
I 
43 3 2.45 1.6Q 0.25 3043.65i 664.45' 
-1060b8427.22 
I l ·I I I I 
44 2 3 2.04 1.99 0.17 8ooo.so' 1003.91 290 .18' 
-243217.48 ' 
I 
····I . ' I -6q004105b.1 ) I o;t7 1 5021l.661 45 3 3 2.b0 324n.91 1 1518.071 ---- I -
. 7161.-0~ 1 I I 46 J 3 2."5b 1.36 0.23 1894.48 577. 7ql -52651450.b8 
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so 3 2.9b 1.95 0.14 q17.Ql 137.18 -479J51.b7 I 
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AP..PENDI:X c 
DETAILED SIMULATION RESULTS 
75 
Expected Value-Variance~Skewness Cri·teri on 
A 0 EP cr· F p e 
.0002 .. 00001 44,100 11 '664 256 
.0002 .00002 44,240 12,069 697 
.0002 .00003 45,202 11 '914 524 
.0002 .00004 46 , 650 13,995 456 
.. 0002 ~ 00005 50,021 29,592 5,806 
Expected '\fa 1 ue.~~artance Cr l. ter i:on * 
E cr· Fe p p 
-
39,695 9,343 1 ,903 
-· 
-
. * ~ ~ 0. 0002 
Expected ·ya 1 ue "Mq.x t.mtzatt on CrTte.rion 
EP ap 
I Fe 
42,165 11 '628 14 
~ With Perfect Information 
E - Fe p ctp 
63,000 18,200 563 
· Table ~. Detatled s·1.mu1atton results: Case I 
76 
Expected )Ia 1 ue -.:o:.Va-rtance. Skewness Crtterton 
A 0 E crp Fe p 
.0002 . 00001 56,83~ 11.805 1,438 
..:.. 
.0002 .00001 43,680 15,539 3,237 
.0002 .00001 42,091 25,706 5,580 
.0002 .00001 40,533 18,311 4,040 
.0002 .00001 42,091 25,706 5,580 
Expected Value.~:Vartance Crtte-rion* 
ED 
0 ' p F e 
. 
40 .. 853 18 '631 3,959 
*~ = 0. 0002 
Expected 'Va 1 ue }1axtmtzati"on Cr1~terton 
E (J' F p p · e 
59,600 11,805 1,286 
wi. th Perfect l.n format i. on 
E crp Fe p 
72,520 12,580 735 
Table 6. Detailed simulation results: Case II 
77 
Expected "Va, 1 ue't"'1'~rtance.-Skewnes:s- Crtterton 
~ a· E a> f p p · ~ 
. 0.00.2 ,. ·ooool 41 ,971 4,955 708 
.0002 .00002 40 ~ 350 7,096 1,048 
. 000.2 t00003 40. ~ 719. 8,875 1~533 
~ 0002 .00.04 39.,865 4,952 558 
, OOQ2 .000.05 38,926 5,302 562 
Expected ·-ya lue~Yari:cince. Cr1.terton* 
E -a Fe p p 
51 ,232 7,633 532 
A = .0002 
Expected Value Maximization Criterion 
E cr Fe p p 
51 ,382 7,822 464 
Wi.th Perfect Information 
E ff Fe p p 
66,540 5,870 812 
Table 7. Detailed simulation results: Case III 
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